Data Insight Deployment Service
Customer Support and Technology Solutions

DATA MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
Data has the potential to transform businesses by creating new markets, growing revenue and driving fresh opportunities. It can also
produce enormous challenges in ensuring balkanized, rapidly expanding data is properly secured and under compliance controls while
ensuring fast and reliable access.
Many organizations are seeking ways to manage these forces but lack the tools and the expertise to gain visibility into their
unstructured data.
SOLUTION
The Veritas Data Insight Deployment Service helps organizations rapidly implement and establish a fundamental understanding of
their data environment. Guided by the company’s goals, expert consultants deploy and configure Data InsightTM to help IT management
reduce storage costs, achieve legal compliance, reduce risk and protect mission-critical information.
The Data Insight Deployment Service includes expert consultant‒delivered Data Insight and Integrated Classification Engine (ICE)
software installation, functional test, data scanning and classification and facilitated operations and reporting sessions.
SERVICE BENEFITS
Expert deployment and guidance help accelerate business results, including:
• Faster time to production.
• Increased data compliance and control.
• Decreased data security risks.
• Reduced costs.
DATA INSIGHT DEPLOYMENT SERVICE OPTIONS
The Data Insight Deployment Service delivers an installed, configured and tested system, data scanning and classification aligned with
business objectives. Veritas consultants speed implementation through a comprehensive planning, deployment and acceptance process
(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. An overview of the Data Insight Deployment Service process.

SERVICE SPECIFICATION
Veritas Data Insight Deployment Service options include initial deployment and a capacity add-on option described in Table 1.
Description

Specification

Data Insight Deployment (base)

Install, configure and scan shares containing, in total:
• Up to 100 TB of data
• Up to five (5) supported CIFS data sources and/or cloud target data sources
Enable auditing of scanned data
Classify up to two (2) TB of on-premises data from standard classification templates

Add-On Deployment

Configure and scan shares containing, in total:

1

• Up to 100 TB of data
• Up to five (5) supported CIFS data sources and/or cloud target data sources
Table 1: Data Insight Deployment Service Initial and Add-On Service Specifications

For more information, contact your Veritas Account Manager or Sales Engineer. To initiate a project request, contact us through the
Veritas Service Request Survey.

1. Must be purchased at time of initial deployment.

ABOUT VERITAS
Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 50,000 enterprises—including 87 percent of the Fortune
Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates
the protection and orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical applications, and
provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a
deployment model to fit any need, Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com.
Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
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